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� Reveal the role of power relationships that mediate ES 

flows from the supply by the ecosystems to the users

� Integrate the analysis of ecological interactions among ES 

and of power asymmetries among stakeholders

� Case study: River Piedra floodplain in NE Spain
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(Inspired from Haines-Young and Potschin 2010, Martín-López et al. 2014, Spangenberg et al. 2014).
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GroupGroupGroupGroup NameNameNameName nnnn DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription

1111 Primary sector 16 Farmers, shepherds, and workers at a fish farm.

2222 Recreation sector 13 Owners or workers at restaurants, hotels, lodges, nature tour

operators, adventure enterprises, and at the Monasterio de

Piedra (i.e., a regional touristic site).

3333 Leisure 26 Retired residents, visitors, hikers, bikers, fishermen, etc.

4444 Institutions 16 Local councils.

Governmental decision-makers.

Scientific and educational institutions.

River restoration practitioners.

Stakeholders’ groupsStakeholders’ groupsStakeholders’ groupsStakeholders’ groups
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SoilSoilSoilSoil conditionsconditionsconditionsconditions 1- Primary sector Famers use soil properties to growth their crops. 

For instance, they benefit from organic matter 

content and layer’s thickness. 

"Soil is the most important, when it is flooded 

gives 25% more yield the next year. It is good for 

farming because the sediments are good“ (3_1)

Farmers’ practices (e.g., tillage) erode soils by 

oxidizing the organic matter and breaking soils’ 

structure. 

"Now they [the farmers] use herbicides. They say 

everything is cleaner, but it breaks riverbanks and 

the land crumbles” (1_2)

HabitatHabitatHabitatHabitat qualityqualityqualityquality 1- Primary sector [Used indirectly] Usually farmers prefer clear riverbanks to avoid 

shading diminishing crops yield. In consequence, 

they used to cut trees and avoid new planting.                

“We used to clean the riverbanks, we cut tree 

branches and the grass” (1_3)                                              

4-Institutions Scientists, technicians and the 

government contribute to 

enhancing this service by ecological 

restoration projects.  "… yes, 

protection of the aquifer, and the 

landscape is possible and it has to 

come from the CHE and the MMA” 

(3_2)
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� Dependence relationships among ES � importance of management and use of key ES 

� Supporting and Regulating services �� Cultural services

� Provisioning: + disconnected because of external inputs dependence 

� Formal power relationships identified: capacity to access and manage ES  � ES flow

� Land stewardship, access rights, and governance � critical to determinate ES status

� Most powerful stakeholders:

� Unique managers  � control access and use of ES

� Control key ES:

� affect other stakeholders 

� capacity of ecosystem to provide ES

� + equitable access: 

� ES interactions 

� ES governance

� Stakeholders’ role regarding each ES

� Power relationships among them
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